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Abstract
We describe here preliminary results of our Comet implementation of generic abstractions for Very LargeScale Neighborhoods. These neighborhoods are used
in local search. Their size is exponential but the best
neighbor can be computed in polynomial time. They
have proven to be very efficient on a large set of problems. However designing such neighborhoods requires
high development efforts. Our objective is to design
VLSN abstractions and to implement them in the highlevel language Comet in order to provide an experimental platform for studying Very Large-Scale Neighborhoods. This will allow a user to easily define such
neighborhood in a high-level paradigm, without the requirement of implementing a dedicated algorithm from
scratch.
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Introduction
Neighborhood search (or local search) is a widerecognized technique for solving hard combinatorial
optimization problems. It has proven to be very
efficient for many hard problems and is appealing
by the simplicity of its concepts. A neighborhood
search algorithm begins with an initial solution of
the problem to solve and tries iteratively to obtain
a better solution by considering, for each solution,
a neighborhood. The Neighborhood of a solution is

usually defined as the set of solutions that one can
obtain by slightly modifying the current solution.
Comet [1] is an object-oriented programming
language for constraint-based local search. It
features advanced modeling and control abstractions to simplify the design and implementation
of neighborhood search algorithms, including invariants, differentiable events, events, and nondeterminism. Comet’s underlying computational
paradigm is Constraint-Based Local Search, the
idea of specifying local search algorithms as two
components: a high-level model describing the applications in terms of constraints, constraint combinators, and objective functions; a search procedure
expressed in terms of the model at a high abstraction level.
Very Large-Scale Neighborhood [2, 3] is
a promising direction of research in local search.
In neigborhood search, it is well admitted that
the bigger the size of the neighborhood considered, the better the quality of the best solution
found. However, considering a bigger neighborhood does require time to find the best neighbor, so one needs to find a good trade-off between
the quality of the best solution in the neighborhood and the time required to find this best solution. Very large-scale neighborhoods (VLSN)
are neighborhoods of large size (usually exponential in the size of the problem) and whose structure is such that the best neighbor can be found
very efficiently. One example of such VLSN for
the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is given in

[4], where the neighborhood of a permutation π
addClause( A[j], A[j+1], sT[j]);
}
addClause( A[N], sT[N]);
is given by {π ◦ σ : σ ∈ S n and σ is pyramidal}.
A permutation σ = ha1 , . . . , an i is pyramidal iff
This VLSN model is close to its declarative defi∃i ∈ [1 : n] : a1 < . . . < ai and ai > . . . > an .
There exists 2n−1 such permutations. In [4], a dy- nition.
Future Work: In order to provide efficient abnamic program is presented to find the best pyramidal permutation. Thus this neighborhood can be stractions of VLSN in Comet we will extend the
results of [7] to different problems such as sequenccategorized as a VLSN.
ing problems. We will also provide abstractions for
VLSN defined by cycles in improvement graphs as
Toward VLSN abstractions
introduced in [10]. These are very efficient when
Some abstractions of VLSN are presented in problems have a partitionning substructure. We
[2, 5, 6, 7]. In [7], they focus on the Traveling believe this direction of research in interesting as
Salesman Problem (TSP) and it is shown that some the improvement graph could be defined and upVLSN can be specified by a context-free grammar. dated by mean of Comet invariants.
A generic dynamic parsing program is given; it
computes the best neighbor in polynomial time. References
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